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ithin the GreatVictoria Desert
of Western,Australia, sands are

rich in iron, usually a delicate pale rusty
Yed,  a lmost  f lesh coloured.  Long
undulating sandridges provide attractive
curves to create a sensuous image of
mother Earth. EquallY curvaceous,
eve rgreen marble gumlrees (Eucalgptus
gongglocarpa) vtith their smooth white
bark adorn this splendid landscape. The
dominant ground cover is sPinifex
(Triodia basedowi\ , aperennial grass that
grows in hummocks or tussocks, a
growth form found only in Austmlia.
Rain is infrequent and blue skies prevail

most of the time. Taken together, it is a
clean, spectacular and most enchanting
place, an extensive wilderness area of
Crown land containing largely pristine

habitats, still relatively undisturbed by
human activities aside from the
intyoduction of exotics, which include
camels, cats, foxes, and of course rabbits.

Few people have much of an inkling
of just what a tremendous biological
treasure lies in the Australian deserts.
Nowhere else on earth ar€ so many kinds
oflizards found living together - at least
47 different species occur on one
sandridge site! In addition to familiar
forms such as the thony de'til (Moloch

horidus) and the perentie (faranus
giganteus), there are a dozen species of
exquisitely beautiful nocturnal geckos

and another dozen-Plus warY and
secretive skink, as well as many others
including flap-footed legless pygopodid

lizards.
Why are the Australian deserts so

rich in species oflizards? The challenlie
of explaining this high diversity, and of
understanding what goes on between
component  species,  is  awesome.
Compared with Australia the North
Americnn deserts are impoverished, with
only a dozen species of lizards; in the
Kalahari semidesert of southern Africa,
only 20 species occur. How do so many
lizards avoid competition and manage to
coexist? How do they partition resources
such as food and microhabitats?
EcoloSists still know surpYisingly little
about  exact lY how diverse natura l
ecological systems function - ecological
understanding that is much needed and
willbe critical to our own survival as well
as that of other speci€s of animals and
plants. ln fact, the Australian deserts
probably offer the last oppoYtunity to
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study the regional effects of disturbance
on local diversitY.

LIVING TOGETHER
Lizards divide uP environmental

resources in three major ways: by being
active at different times, by spending
time in different places, and by eating
different foods. Such ecological
differences reduce competition, allow-
ing coexistence. Many lizard species are
food generalists, eating awide variety of
arthropods. Some other species oflizards
are dietary specialists, with certain
species eating only ants, otiers termiles,
and still others almost nothing except
other lizards. One species, Pygopus
nigriceps, preys heavily on scorpions.
Like the North American iguanid horned
lizards (genus Phtgnosoma), Ihe
Australian agarnid (Moloch horridus)
eats virtually nothing but ants. Such
pairs ofconvergent species are known as
ecological equivalents, occupying
roughly similar ecological roles in
differentbioEeographic regions. Lizards
also differ in their choice of
microhabitats: some climb, others are
terrestrial,while still othersare fossorial,
swimming through the sand. Some
species frequent the open spaces between
spinifextussocks, whereas others seldom
leave the protective cover of spinifex.

Lizards arc ectotherms - they obtain
their heat from the environment. Animals
that usually produce their own heat
internally are called endotherms. All
plants and nearlY all animals are
ectothermic; the only continuously
endothermic animals are birds and
mammals (though even som€ of these
become ectothermic at times). Many
ectothermic lizards actually regulate
their body temperatures very precisely

during periods of activity by appropriate

behaviour. An active desert lizard may
have a body t€mperature every bit as
hi€h as that of a bird or mammal; the
terms'warm-blooded' and'cold-blooded'
are misleadingand should be abandoned.

Lizards constitute an extremelY
conspicuous element of the vertebrate
faunas of most deserts, especially warmer
ones - indeed, in his b ookThe Red Centre
the Australian mammalogist H. H.
Finlayson referred to the vast interior
deserts of Australia as 'a land of lizards'.
The reason is ectothermy, which enables
the body's metabolism to slow right down,
allowing lizards to capitalise on scant
and unpredic table food suPPl ies.
Moreover, along with other ectotherms,
lizards are low-energy animals. In
contrast, endothermY is much more
energy-expensive; one day's food supply
for a small bird will last a lizard of the
same weight for over a month'
Ectothermy thus has distinct advantages



lTop left: Auslralia's largest lizard, the
I perentie lVoranus giganleusl, which
I reaches a total length of more than
two metres and eats rabbits. presumably
these lizards originally preyed on small
marsupials such as hare-wallabies.
Photo - E Pianka

lMiddle left: A climbing nocturnal
I Eecko @iplodactglus ciliqris), Iound
! on large shrubs and small trees, often
in association with sandridges. These
geckos defend themselves by squirting
out a noxious mucus from glands in
their tails.
Photo - E Pianka

I Relow left: A large herbivorous d€sert
f blue-tongued skink lTiliquq
I multifasciatal.
Photo - D Pianka

over endothermy under the harsh and
unpredictable conditions that prevail in
deserts. By means ofthis thermal tacuc,
lizards can conserve water and energy
by becoming inactive during the heat of

midday, during resource shortages, or
whenever difficult physical conditions
occur (such as during heat waves or
droughts). Birds and mammals must
weather out these inhospitable periods
at a substantially higher metabolic cost.
Hence ectothermy confers a competitive
advantage on lizards overendotherms rn
desert environments.

FIRE IN THE DESERT
Hummock grass, a plant life form

unique to Australia, is very flammable.
Spinifex tussocks are perfectly designed
for  combust ion,  consis t ing of
hemispherical clumps of numerous
match-stick sized blades of dry curled
grass filledwith fl ammable resins, loosely
interpenetrating one another and laced
with ample air spaces. With such ideal
tinder, one match is all that is required
to start a bonfire. Spinifex has been
called an 'ideal pyrophyte'. Some

Low ahd unpredictable Fire

authorities think that the extensive
grasslands in Australia were formed and
mainta ined by regular  Abor ig inal
burning, and that over many thousands
of years Aborigines acted to select
members of plant communities for
resistance to fire or for an ability to come
back quickly following a fire. Most early
explorers and historians of Australia
commented on the extent to which the
Aborigines exploited fire. Spinifex
grasses give offdark smoke which can be
seen from afar. Australian Aborigines
used fire to send long-distance smoke
signals, to manage habitats and keep
terrain open, as well as to facilitate
capture ofvarious animals for food.

Upon ignition, an isolated grass
tussock generates an egg-shaped thermal
field around it. At low wind velocitres,
isotherms for such a field are symmetric
and close to the tussock, but as wind
speed increases, the thermal field
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becomes asymmetric and begins to
elongate, especially downwind. If other
tussocks are then captured within the
field, they too ignite and the firespreads.
Due to the geometry of thermal fields,
fi res tend to burn along broad continuous
fronts at low wind velocities, whereas at
higher wind velocities, elongated narrow
tongues of flame are produced. Files are
more likely to break up at higher wind
velocities due to these elongated tongues
of flame.

Previously burned areas have sparser
vegetation and act as gigantic firebreaks.
Sandridgesandtermitaria (termite nests)
create smaller vegetationless areas that
also act as local firebreaks, but with
fu ndamentally different geometries and
atvery different spatial scales. Airborne
flaming materials, termed'firebrands',
may jump over unburned areas to
rekindle new fires on the downwind side
ofa fire, sometimes resultingin multiple
fire fronts (these can extinguish one
another when one runs into anotheY's
swath). 'sleepers', embers created from
burning eucalYPtus hardwood, lie
dormant in burned areas, only to re-
ignite at the edges days or even weeks
later when new strong winds come up.
New secondary bush fires begin that
take off at an angle, resulting in an
interesting net-like pattern that
generates a patchwork of refuges. Major
factors that determine the frequency,
extentand geometryof grass fi res include
temperature, combustibility, plant
biomass and spatial distribution, natural
firebreak, and ofcourse winds, which as
explained above are of Paramount
importance.

A fire-succession cYcle helps to
explain the high lizard diversity of the
Australian interior. Fires are a
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predictable event in arid Australia, and
generate a mosaic of patches of habitat at
various stages of post-fire succession.
As a more or less regular aEient of
disturbance, fires contribute
substantially to maintaining diversi$ in
Australian desert lizard systems. Bush
fires are usually started by lightning,
and can rage completely out of control
for weeks on end across many square
kilometres of desert. Fires varY
considerably in intensity and extent.
Eucalyptus trees are fire-resistant and
usually survive a hot but brief ground
fire carried by the exceedingly flammable
?nbdra grass tussocks. Moreover, fires
frequently spread like a net, missing an
occasional isolated grass tussock or even
large tracts. Effects on lizards and lizard
microhabitats are drastic, yet vary from
place to place. Many or even most
individual lizards may live through the
burn itself, only to succumb in the fire-
reduced habitat that can last for years.
Fires attract hawks and crows, which
feed on fire-killed animals and take
advantage of the lack of cover to catch
survivors.

Some lizard specieswith open habitat
requirements (stch as Ctenophorus
isolepis, Ctenophorus inermis and
Ctenotus calurusl reinvade and
repopulate burned areas rapidly. Other
species (such as Delma bul ler i '
Omoleoida branchialis, and/or
Diplodactglus elderil require large
spinifex tussock for microhabitats, and
become very rare ot vanish after a burn.
However, such 'climax' species (those
living in long-undisturbed habitat)
continue to exist in isolated pockets and
patches of unburned habitat. Spinifex
rejuvenates rapidly from live roots as
well as by seedling establishment. Newly

I Left: This nocturnal gecko
a (Diplodactylus elderi) seldom leaves
I the protective cover of large' long-
unburned spinifex tussock. It also
defends itself with a tail-gland mucus
secretion.
Photo - E Pianka

I Right: The thorny devil (Moloch
I /lorndus), a spiny agamid that has
I specialised on ants as food.
Photo - E Pianka

burned areas are very open with lots of
bare ground and tiny, well-spaced clumps
ot Triodia. Unburned Patches, in
contrast, are composed of large ancient
tussocks, frequently close together with
little open space between them. As time
progresses, Triodia chsmps grow and
'close in', gradually becoming more and
more vulnerable to carryinganother lire

Throughout this Process, lizard
microhabitats (and associated food
resources) change. Lizard numbers
fluctuate along with them. Numbers
also alter substantially through fire
succession, with some common species
becoming quite rare. Rare species do
notalways remain rareand maybevitally
important to hold a system together,
allowing the system to respond to
changing environmental conditions. A
particular lizard species can even go

extinct within a given area (known as a
'sink'habitat), but by surviving in an
adjacent patch (a 'source' habitat) can
still survive in the region. Periodic
recolonisation of 'sink' from 'sources'

allows such species to persist in the
overall landscape.

Satellite imagery provides a powerful
new way to study the dynainics and
geometry of wildfire. In inland Australia,
cloud cover is usually low or non-existent,
and excellent imagery is the rule' This
facilitates analyses on a region-wide basis.



equilibrium: new burns continually arise
from older, thicker, more combustible
stages of fire succession. Reflectance
proper t i€s (v is ib le and inv is ib le
refl ections) recorded in space could allow
scientists to estimate the presentstate of
all animal and plant life (biotas) in the
region, as wellas the climate during the
immediate past. Careful field work is
needed to learn the extent to which
changes over time in patterns of
reflectance can be extrapolated to fire-
successlon patterns on the land.
Although a great deal more remains to
be known, monitoring habitats and biotrc
diversity from satellites could ultimately
prove to be possible in arid regions.

VANISHING WILDERNESS
Many people consider biology,

particularly ecology, to be a luxury that
they can dowithout. Even many medical
schools in the USA no longer require
that their pre-medical students obtain a
biological major. Basic biology is not a
Iuxury at all, but rather an absolute
necessity. Despite our human-centred
attitudes, other life forms are not
irrelevant to our own existence. As
proven products ofnatural selection that
have adapted to natural environments
over miliennia, they have a right to exist,
too.  Wi th human populat ions
burgeoning and pressures on space and
other limited resources intensi$'ing, we
need all the biological knowledge thar
we can possibly get.

Ecologica l  understanding is
particularly vital. There has tobe a great

urgency to basic ecological research,
simply because the worldwide press of
humanity is rapidly driving otherspecres
extinct and destroying the very systems
that ecologists seek to understand. No
natural community remains pristine.
Pathetically, many will disappearwithout
even being adequately described, let
alone remotely understood. As existinp
species go ext inct  and even ent i re
ecosystems disappear, we lose forcver
the opportunity to study them.
Knowledge of their evolutionary history
and adaptations vanishes with them: we
are thus losing access to valuable
biological information itself. Indeed, as
H. Rolston remarks in ,Duties to
Endangered Species' (BtbSclence 35,
1985), 'destroying species is like tearing
pages ouI ofan unread book, written in a
language humans hardly know how to
read'. Just as ecologists in many parts of
the world are finally beginning to learn
to read the unread (and rapid ly
d isappear ing)  ,book ' ,  they are
encountering governmental and public
hostility and having a difficult time
attracting support.

Australia has been undergoing a
gradual natu ral process ofdesertification
forthe lastmillionyears, butthatprocess
has accelerated greatly during the past
century due to human act iv i t ies,
particularly agricultural clearing and
overgrazing and the burning of fossil
fuels. As our population burgeons and
we destroy the last remaining natural
habitats, earth's atmosphere is beine
altered atan ever-increasing rate, leadini

I Top: The snake-like flap-footed
I pygopodid lizard (Delma butleil.
I another denizen of large spinifex
tussock that have gon€ long unburned.
Photo - E Pianka

I Middle: Another flap-fooa (pggopus
anigriceps), vrhich is noctumal and
! feeds primarily on scorpions.
Photo - D Pianka

I Bottom: The knobtailed qecko
I lNephrurus leaislis noctumal and is
I found in spinifex habitats on
sandpfains. A sister species (Nephrurus
leuls) is found on sandridges.
Photo - E Pianka

I Fire spreads rapidly through soinifex
f €rassland under suitable wind
I conditions-
Photo - David Pearson

Whereas ash absorbs infrared, unburned
vegetation reflects it. The sizes and
geometryof fi res can be readilymeasured
and fire scars traced through time.
Frequency distributions ofthe ages and
sizes of fire scars can also be estimated
and examined to see how often a
particular area is burned.

Insuch a large natural region, habitat
patches at different stages of post-frre
recovery  can reach a  dynamic
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to weather modification. Long-held
meteorological records the world over
are being broken: a few Years ago, the
lowest low ever recorded (during

Hurricane Gilbert) in late summer was
followed in winter by the highest high on
record. On 21 February 1991' Perth
experienced the hiEhest temperature
(46.2'C) ever recorded in 150 years of
habitation. Global warming is having its
impact on virtually all plants and animals,
including humans, and its effects will
continue to intensit into the foreseeable
future. Crop failures and other
ecocatastrophes seem to be inevitable.

Fires were once a major agent of

disturbance in all grasslands and
semideserts, includingAfYican savannas
and the North American tall grass

prairies. Most of these ecosystems have
now been reduced to mere vestiEes, and
controlled burning and/or fire control
are practised bY humans almost
everywhere. The inland Australian desert
is one of the last remaining areas where
natural wildfires are still a regular and

dominant feature ofan extensive natural
landscape largelY undisturbed bY
humans. (Aborigines do increase the
frequency of fires, but most are started
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I TvDical west Creat \tctoria DeseYt
I veletation - spinifex and marble gums.
I Photo - David Pea$on

I Gould's sand goanna. a generalist
I predator of insects, other lizards and
I small mammals.
Photo - David Pearson

by lightning.) The Australian deseYts
constitute an exceedingly valuable
system for the study of large-scale
community ecologY.

lnroads on the wilderness have gone

far enough. In both North America and
in the Kalahari, most of my study sites
have succumbed to faYming and
urbanisation, as have deserts almost
everyvhere. So far, the spinifex desert
has been able to resist the advancing
human exploiters' Some people dream
of the day that technological 'advances',

such as water movement Plans or
distillation of sea water, will make it
possible to replace the desert with vast

agricultural fields or even cities' I

fervently hope that this never happens,
for if it ever should, the quality and
dignity of our lives will be sadlY
diminished.s

Ctenotus Dionkoi and Ctenotus
hetenae. Dwing 1966-68, Eric Pianka
and his ex-wife Helen discovered halt
a dozen undescribed species of skinks.

Eric Pianka is Denton A. Cooley
Centennial Professor of Zoology at the
L,lniversity of Texas at Austin. His
textbook Evo,utiotoryfcolqgy, has been
translated into iapanete, Polish, Russian
and spanish. He has researched lizard
ecology in North America and the
Kalahari Desert a5 well as in Western
Australia. In 25 years he has made lour
trios 'down under', once as a
cuggenh€im fellow (1 97A-79), living
fourfull vears in the outback. He is the
acknowiedged pioneer ot research on
the ecology of lizards in the WA part of
the Creatvicto.ia Des€r! one of his two
docto.atesisa D.SctromtheUnive6ity
of Western Australia. In 1990-91, he
came back as a Fulbtight Senior
Research scholarunde.the auspicesof
the Australian-American Educational
Foundation. He was hosted bY the
Zoology Department at the Univetsity
ofwestern Australia and by CALM, and
Iunded by the National GeograPhic
Society.

Professor Pianka describes hit work
in Australia as 'rediscovering what
Aborigines once knew and writing it
down in sci€ntific English'. He seemsto
have taken Aust alia to his hearq even
'those pesliyface flies' haven't kept him
Irom comingbackagain and again. He
hooes to refurn several mor€ times
during the coming decade, although
global warming threatens to alter the
landscape.

H€ recentlY received g.ants from
t IASA (the US NationalAeronautics and
SDace Administration) and NSF (the
National Science toundation) to
undertake a fullscale landscape ecology

analysis offires using satellite imagery.
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Each gear more people seek
uildemess experiqnces, but mang are
unprepared for the dilliculties they
might encounter. Leqm about the
basics of outback safety and bushcraft
on page 35.

Botanists search for a eucalwt last
seen bg Gila in his expedition acaoss
WA deserts 115 gears ago.
See page 28.
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Will the honeg possum become o
secondary uictim of dieback
disease? See page 22.

Australia is a lond of lizards - tough
competitors eaoluing omid spinifex
and wildfires in the Great Victorio
Desert, Tum to page 10.

Stroighl and uigorous pines don't grou
bu accident. Years of research and
breeding haae gone into producing the
perfect pine. See page 49.
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The tiny honey possum (Tarsipes
rosvalu , seen in our co,er
illustration by Philippa Nikulinsky,
feeds almost exclusiuelg on nectar and
oollen. Houeuer. most of its
important food plants are threatened
bg dieback disease caused by the
Phytopthora ,ttgr: The endangered
scarlet bankia /Bankia coccinea,) ti
one plant species used bg the possums
that is highl! susceptible to the
dieback disease. See storq on page 22.
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